
Mathematis is a pro�table investment for publishers and produers. The novel, Le théorème du perroquet (The

Theorem of the Parrot) by the Frenh Denis Guedj has beome a hot best seller, and the play Proof by the Amerian

David Auburn won the 2001 Pulitzer Prize for drama. The waves of media attention following the world-renowned

proof by Englishman Andrew Wiles
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were just starting to alm down when it was reported that Russel Crowe, whose

role as gladiator in a typial Hollywood interpretation of Roman history epitomized the eternal Amerian harater of

the lone avenger, was preparing for a new role. Another lone hero, this time a mathematial genius, was not �ghting

petty pseudo-Roman tyrants but rather �ghting himself, his own reative fore and his illness, whih was diagnosed

as inurable. Starring in the �lm about the life and mathematis of John Nash, he intended to impersonate again the

lassi Amerian myth. The suess of the �lm is now well known: it won the Osar for best �lm in 2002.

There have never been so many mathematis related movies produed in Hollywood and independent workshops

as there have been in the past ten years. A few deades ago, mathematiians were only portrayed as absent-minded

professors (the only exeption was in Straw Dogs, 1971, in whih, between solving two equations, a mathematiian

seeking a seluded plae in the ountry takes a bloody revenge on the gang who have raped his wife.) Sine the 90's, a

wide spetrum of haraters and motives has appeared, from the ation heroes �ghting dinosaurs (Jurassi Park) to

omplex haraters based on real sientists.

No doubt, the history of mathematis annot boast as many lives full of adventure as physis or astronomy an,

where sientists hallenge the prevailing paradigm at all times: the stories of Arhimedes setting �re to Roman ships

or Galileo shouting �And yet it moves� in the fae of the inquisitor are more impressive in tehniolor than that of

Andrew Wiles spending eight years of his life proving Fermat's Last Theorem
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. Wiles, nevertheless, did beome a

media star; he was even featured on the front page of The Times. He was not portrayed by Hollywood but in a feature

by the BBC, the apital of popular siene
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. That is what the best-selling book of the 90's, Fermat's Last Theorem

by the diretor Simon Singh was based on. It is unlikely that there will be more �lms and books like these. It is not

that there is no mathematial breakthrough to be expeted similar to Wiles', but beause, as a mathematiian put

it, Fermat's last theorem is probably the last open problem in mathematis that ould be stated in suh simple terms

that it ould even be explained to one's grandmother.

Most ahievements in mathematis are hard to ommuniate, so it's no wonder that the exeptions that �nd their

way onto the movie sreen fous on the human drama of the reative intellet instead. The biographial �lm A Hill

on the Dark Side of the Moon, 1993 onentrates on the storms in the family of the neuroti Sonia Kovalevskaya, a

sientist su�ering from an inferiority omplex; in In�nity, 1996, the Nobel Prize winner Rihard Feynman spends more

time with his wife dying of tuberulosis than with his integrals; and the rew of Morte di un matematio napoletano

(Death of a Neapolitain Mathematiian), 1992 was only interested in the tumultuous week preeding the suiide of the

Italian Renato Caiopolli. The life of the adolesent genius Galois inspired two movies only a few years apart, but

both the Frenh (Évariste Galois, 1965) and the Italian version (Non ho tempo, 1972) emphasize the politial ativity

of the great mathematiian.

A Beautiful Mind seems to follow the same ourse: the story of the life of John Nash su�ering from paranoid

shizophrenia ontains all it takes to sink hearts and to get the handkerhiefs out. This time, however, mathematis

and in partiular game theory, the part of the mathematis of John Nash that an be understood by the publi
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reeives a muh greater role than the annoying lihés used in other movies, like New Age gurus who an make order

out of haos in a glane when looking at a blakboard full of formulas (Good Will Hunting).

Though Ron Howard's �lm only devotes the �rst third of the story to the mathematis of Nash � roughly propor-

tional to the ative part of his life � he illustrates it with muh more emphasis and ingenuity than Hollywood usually

does.

Mathematial problems, proofs and theoretial reasoning had been parts (or rather small frations) of the plots of

earlier �lms about sientists: the spae sientist of Contat, 1977 letures on prime numbers to glassy-eyed Pentagon

o�ials, Una pura formalità (A pure formality), 1994 ontains a beautiful and poeti desription of how parallels meet

at in�nity; in the love story of The Mirror Has Two Faes, 1996 a mathematis professor explains the onjeture of

twin primes to his art-student girlfriend. The most harming example is ertainly found in the musial Merry Andrew,

1958 where the omedian Danny Kaye sings a heerful song about the Pythagorean theorem. In A Beautiful Mind,
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Fermat's Last Theorem, by Simon Singh.
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In fat, Wiles proved a muh more general statement, the so-alled Taniyama onjeture, or rather a part of it. The statement of

Fermat's last theorem follows as a orollary. (the editors)
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The entertainment industry also has its ontribution. In 2001, The New York Theatre Company staged the Musial Fermat's Last

Tango, with the revealing subtitle: A Musial Fantasy inspired by Andrew Wiles and his enounters with Fermat's Last Theorem.
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Nash had landmark ahievements in the theory of nonlinear partial di�erential equations and in di�erential geometry. He was 21 when

he found the theorem for whih he was later on awarded the Nobel Prize in Eonomis. The whole paper is only a little more than a page.

(the editors)
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however, the whole �rst third of the plot is organized around the Nash theory: the sreenplay is a series of loosely

related short presentations (building on one another). The storyline about the start of Nash's areer whih links them

together is more of a pretext for the authors to provide a tasty way of making the unaware publi swallow theoretial

mathematis, muh like a bitter pill disguised. The �Eureka� sene in the pub is a true didati feat. Nash is among

fellow students hanging out with a few girls. Contemplating aloud, he says that if eah of them goes after the same

blonde then one of them will win that woman, but the rest of the boys will be refused by the disappointed other girls

sine no one likes being hosen as number two. The optimum strategy suggested is not so easy to understand but the

expeted gain of all players is quite lear. . .

The �ok of hungry pigeons, the �ere games of Go, the senes on the �how to pik up girls� problem not only

bring the theories loser to the publi but also reveal the everyday meaning of game theory. Howard also �nds time in

the �lm to mok at the stereotypes of mathematis in popular �lms: the pretentious sene in the seret defense entre

where the genius' ability to see a pattern in the haos of numbers is revealed will later prove to be a shizophreni

delusion of Nash � it is as if even mathematiians in their mad visions pitured themselves living out Hollywood lihés.

The �Dream Fatory� had an easy job with Nash sine game theory is the area of mathematis that often inspires

dramaturgy. A beautiful example is the so-alled hiken dilemma that ame to textbooks and terminology from a

lassi James Dean �lm. Chiken is a popular game in motorized Ameria. In Rebel without a Cause, it appears in its

lassial form: the two players rae nek and nek towards an abyss, and thus it may happen that the winner loses his

ar (and his life) despite the other player proving his owardie by stepping on the brakes or steering the vehile to

the side. In later �lms (see Footloose or the ending of Cry Baby), the heroes drive towards eah other: whoever gets

out of the way �rst, loses the game. The hiken rae is a simple example of a symmetri zero-sum game where the

players will de�nitely not ooperate, sine their goal is to humiliate the opponent.

From the point of view of game theory, there is no dominant equilibrium in the hiken rae, that is, there is no

strategy that maximizes the gain independently of the deision of the other player. In spite of that, it seems evident

even without a table of strategies that if the main goal is to survive the duel then steering the ar aside is true right

solution for eah player, the sooner the better. However, the motion piture does not follow the mathematial model,

nor does reality sometimes, as is shown by the example of the Cuban Missile Crisis, whih has had several sreen

adaptations, too: either beause of the stronger dramati e�et or under outside onstraints, the players hoose to take

the risk in order to ahieve total vitory. Cry Baby, just like John Fitzgerald Kennedy does not want to be seen as a

hiken, even though there are other people (or the whole humankind) sitting in the ar with him. It is remarkable

that as soon as sreenplay writers entrust warfare to superomputers, the moral of the story justi�es game theory: In

the siene �tion story of War Games, 1987 the omputer of the Department of Defense omes to the onlusion that

the only right strategy in the hiken rae of the old war of nulear threat is for both parties to all a halt. In order

to do that, it is neessary to be able to move from the given self-entred game senario to another, more general game.

This wise onlusion of the omputer did not seem to be shared by the rew of 13 Days, whih is full of heroi pathos.

Another dramaturgial lihé is the prisoner's dilemma, the latest example of whih has been Return to Paradise,

1998, a sentimental drama shown in multiplex movie theatres. The situation is hard to evaluate from the point of view

of pure game theory. Three young Amerians go on holiday to Malaysia, then two of them return to the States. They

are soon informed that their friend has been imprisoned by the loal authorities for the drug use of all three of them.

Being the only one responsible for possessing a ommerial quantity of drugs, he is going to be sentened to death. If

either of his two friends returns and testi�es for him (proving that the three of them were only onsumers), he will

get six years in prison. If they both testify, the penalty is 3 years for eah of them, but if neither of them is willing to

sari�e himself, their friend will pay with his life instead of going to prison.

Mathematially, the problem is simple if we are able to answer the really di�ult question: the evaluation of the

alternatives. This is not determined by mathematis but aording to the preferenes of the haraters and the authors.

If the life of their friend is what they value most, the solution of the hiken rae is that they both �get out of the ar�,

and testify. If their personal freedom is more important, there will be a trivial dominant equilibrium: independent of

the deision of the other, eah player is better o� staying at home, far from Malaysia. No game theory is needed to

see that. We ould make up the appropriate normal form for eah situation, but the only surprising result would be

(and this is indeed shoking) that the same mathematis leads to quite a di�erent onlusion in eah ase.

The neutrality of the mathematial apparatus reveals the enormous risk of tehnorati reasoning: the presene of

mathematis gives a false sensation of objetivity and exatness in an analysis that basially depends on preferenes.

The trivial solutions were obviously avoided by the professional dramaturgy of the �lm. The mathematial model

itself is most interesting if there is a on�it of values: it provides a better model of reality if the negative value

assigned to the �utility� of having one's friend exeuted is ompared to the expeted number of years in prison, that

is set between −6 and −3. The normal form will then be as follows:

A returns A stays at home

B returns B: −3, A: −3 B: −6, A: 0

B stays at home B: 0, A: −6 B: −3/− 6, A: −3/− 6

Should we hoose either the version equivalent to three years in prison or the other extreme value of six years,

there will be a dominant equilibrium again: independent of the deision of the other one, eah player will gain more by
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staying at home. The authors of Return to Paradise, however, hose the most dramati ase: it is impossible to make

a movie out of the two heroes both preferring freedom to priniple. Next to seleting the most unertain alternative

from the point of view of game theory, the authors also �heated� by hanging the rules as the story developed: one

hero did testify, but the friend was still sentened to death by the ruthless judges, and exeuted against the orange

sunrise, in front of the eyes of the hero sobbing behind the bars.

As shown by the examples, the �Dream Fatory� has not only found mathematial topis reently, but also used

some results of the theory. A Beautiful Mind not only goes beyond a �psyhopathologial epi� and o�ers a mental

adventure through the game theory based analysis of trivial situations, but also provides a �ne analogy of a harmoni

relationship between mathematis and mainstream �lms. His own halluinations signi�antly motivate Nash in his

researh, and it is only beyond a ertain ritial point that they beome a hindrane, and destroy his personality. The

two imaginary haraters, the helpful ollege fellow and the threatening government agent stand on di�erent sides of

this borderline. The ombination of pitures and the purest mathematis may be of mutual advantage as soon as �lm

authors are willing to do away with lihés and reognize the reative opportunities provided by mathematis: what

is good for mathematis may also be good for Hollywood, and even the onverse of this statement may ontain some

truth. Or, as Nash himself indiated when reeiving the Nobel Prize: �It's a shame that the majority of aademia fails

to understand that the essene of mathematis is itself an art.� This sentene ould well be addressed to the Amerian

Film Aademy, too.
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With many thanks to János Pataki who helped my work with useful advie.
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